ROUGH WORKPLACE SEX: Five Sex at Work Erotica Stories

Rough workplace sex makes for incredible
erotica. Rough sex by itself is scorching
hot, and sex at work is so forbidden that
when the two meet, it makes for some
really great stories. Here at Naughty
Daydreams Press, weve gathered five
rough workplace sex stories just for you.
1. SERVICE WITHOUT A SMILE: A
Rough and Reluctant Gangbang Short by
Veronica Halstead Connie is in trouble.
Shes taken the Service with a Smile slogan
at her work a little too far and extended
credit to all of her friends, and the partners
who own the business arent happy when
they discover what shes been up to. To
keep her job, shell have to give more than
service to the customers. Her whole body
will have to service four men, and shell
have her first anal sex experience, her first
gangbang, and her first deepthroat in a very
rough and reluctant gangbang. 2. DANIS
BOSS LIKES TO DOMINATE (A First
Bondage Sex Encounter Erotica Story) by
Tracy Bond Dani and her husband have
been having a tough time since hes been
out of work. Shes willing to do anything to
get and keep a job, and Nick is just the
kind of a boss who knows how to take
advantage of something like that. Dani
will soon learn that she can certainly
become the breadwinner at homebut shes
going to need to learn to submit at the
office like a very good little slut wife! 3.
ASIAN AFTER HOURS: A Japanese Girl
In A Very Rough MFF Threesome by
Stacy Reinhardt Mai has spent several
months watching strippers dance at the
club where she works as a DJ. When a
stripper asks her to dance at a private after
hours party, she is hesitant. The girl works
hard to convince her, and eventually, the
Japanese beauty agrees. She didnt know it
would lead to a very rough mff threesome
with deepthroat, hardcore sex, and first
anal sex! 4. TUBE TOP FRIDAY (A
Young Sex at Work Erotica Story) by Kate
Youngblood Lara is excited about her first
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day of work as a sales assistant at an up
and coming company, but this young
student has no idea what Casual Friday
means. She ends up wearing a very sexy
outfit that shows off her perfect little body.
Shes hoping she looks more sexy than
slutty for her first day of work, but all
thinking disappears when the very first
thing she sees is the company sales
superstar jerking off to internet porn!
Before she can even register whats
happening, shes in the midst of a scorching
rough sex encounter right in the office, and
shes about to experience her first ever anal
sex! 5. BENT OVER THE BOSS DESK:
A Very Rough First Anal Sex Short by
Julie Bosso I just got hired for a great new
job in charge of a group of copyright
specialists. I was really happy with my
position, but my employee Chase most
definitely was not! He wanted to see me in
an altogether different positionbent over
my desk! Before the day was out, hed had
me every way possible, with deepthroat,
very rough sex, and a hard and rough first
anal sex experience. Warning: This ebook
contains very explicit descriptions of
sexual activity during various rough
workplace sex encounters. It includes
rough workplace group sex, rough
workplace gangbang sex, rough workplace
first anal sex, rough workplace threesome
sex, rough workplace bondage sex, and
rough workplace reluctant sex.
It is
intended for mature readers who will not
be offended by graphic depictions of sex
acts between consenting adults. Rough
workplace sex is hot, explicit, and ready
for its shift; so point and click today.
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